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System Overview

Functions

1. Door lock control

2. Lighting control 

3. Window control

4. Wiper control

5. Anti-theft control

6. Defrosting control

7. TPMS

8. PEPS

CEM: Central Electronic Module 
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Door Lock Control 

➢ Smart key locking/unlocking

• Press down remote unlock button once, the driver side door unlock. 

• Press down remote unlock button twice within 500ms to unlock four doors, then the turn signal lamp flashes three times for confirmation, and the 

internal light fades on, with the position lamp on.

➢ Interior central switch unlocking/locking

• Press down the central door control switch button, then the CEM will drive to lock/unlock the four doors. 

• When the vehicle speed is greater than 15km/h, the central control unlocking command will be disenabled.

➢Automatic re-locking

30s after the unlock of remote control, if any of the four doors and the trunk door is not opened, the doors(including tailgate) will be automatically 

relocked. Inside lamp switch off, and the system enter the alert status. 

➢ Tailgate unlocking

When the start and stop button is in OFF position, press down the remote control unlock button of tailgate for more than 1s to unlock the backdoor.

➢ Tailgate locking automatically

The tailgate will be locked automatically within 1.5s after it is closed. 

➢Door lock motor overheating protection

The door lock overheating protection function is activated after six consecutive locking or unlocking actions with an interval of not more 

than 1280ms, then locking/unlocking requests will be executed for 20s.
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The POT module is also controlled by CEM, which can realize tailgate automatic opening, closing and cinching 

functions.

Power Operated Tailgate Control

CEM

1 - Tailgate closing switch

2 - Tailgate right balance strut

3 - Tailgate opening switch

4 - Tailgate left drive strut

5 - POT (power operated tailgate module)
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Power Operated Tailgate Control
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POT Calibration

➢ Using GLDS, purchase “POT CAL” software;

➢ Click “continue” to start the calibration;

➢ After finished calibration, check the functions of power operated tailgate.
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The windows of KX11 is controlled by the door module, CEM communicates with door module through Body CAN.

Window Control

If window automatic closing or anti-pinch function can not work 

normally, you need do the window self-learning as follow:

• Operate the switch, pull up the window to fully close, 

continue to pull the window switch up and hold it for 3 

seconds,  release the switch;

• Operate the switch, pull down the window to fully open, 

continue to pull the window switch down and hold it for 3 

seconds,  release the switch;

Window motor overheating protection : If operates the window motor for too long time, the door module will enter the 

software thermal protection state, automatic closing can not be used or window can not be lifted or lowered, until the motor 

temperature drops to normal 

Frequent operation protection: If the window be operated too many times within a period of time, the control module will enter 

the protection mode, the automatic closing function will fail, and it needs to be self-learned.

You can also operate window initializing through GLDS, door 

module: 



Sunroof Control

1 - Sunroof front water drain hose assembly

2 - Sunroof module

3 - Sunroof RR water drain pipe assembly

4 - Sunroof RL water drain pipe assembly

5 - Sunroof front water drain hose assembly

6- Overhead console unit (sunroof switch)

CEM controls sunroof module through LIN line.



Sunroof Calibration

CEM → Diagnostic Sequences → Sunroof Calibration
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For the KX11 power seat control system, there are two kinds:

➢ If the seat only has the power adjustment function but without ventilating or heating functions, the switch 

on the seat controls the adjustment directly;

➢ If the seat also has the ventilating or heating functions, the power seat controls by seat module.

Seat Control
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Seat Module Calibration

Using GLDS, Diagnostics, Components:
SMD/SMP → Diagnostic Sequences → Seat module calibration



Lighting Control



“Follow me home function”

➢ “Follow me home function” setting

This function can be closed or set on the MMI.  

➢ “Follow me home function” activation

If the function not closed, there are two methods to 

activate it:

1. If the headlights are on “Auto” mode, this function 

will be activated automatically after the vehicle is 

turned off;

2. If the headlights are not on “Auto” mode, within 

10 minutes after the vehicle is turned off, turn the 

light control switch on steering wheel to the limit 

position, then release it, the high beam flashes 

once and this function be activated.



Wiper Control
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Wiper repair function

On the multimedia interface, click in turn: Vehicle Settings → Shortcuts control → Wiper. 

Enable the front wiper maintenance position function in this interface. 



Defrost system



Transport Mode

Using GLDS, Diagnostics, Components:
CEM→ Diagnostic Sequences →Change mode to normal or transport.
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DTC



Data Stream



Actuation test



Diagnostic Sequences



Software Reload
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CEM replacing

After replacing a new CEM (central electronic module, we need reload the software and write the ESK code; but when a new CEM installed, there 

are no VIN information, so GLDS could not get VIN information, it shows VIN “00000000000000000”, we need write the right VIN code first. 

The operations are as follows:

1

2
3

4

5

6

Step 1: Turn off GLDS VIN decoding
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CEM replacing

Step 2: Close GLDS and 

restart again, write the right 

VIN code and click “connect”; 

Step 3: Choose Software 

module, reload CEM software;

Step 4: On “SET IMMO” , 

write ESK code to new CEM.

Note: 

⚫ When reloading CEM 

software, connect a battery 

charger to ensure vehicle 

power supply;

⚫ After finishing these steps, 

turn on the GLDS “VIN 

decoding” .
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